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Move More Throughout Your Day 
We all know the importance of physical activity, yet many of us struggle to set aside the time in our busy 
day to actually do even a fraction of the recommended daily amount.  According to the American Heart 
Association, it is recommended that we get 150 minutes of moderate exercise a week.  That’s 30 min-
utes on at least 5 days per week.   If you are working at a vigorous level, it is recommended that you do 
75 minutes per week (see side bar for definition of moderate and vigorous aerobic exercise). 
 
Is Technology Killing Us? 

Sedentary jobs have actually increased 83% since 1950.  Driving automobiles has in-
creased from 67% of all trips to work in 1960 to 88% in 2000 (I’m sure it’s even higher 
now).  The more progressive technology gets, the less active we will become.  Because of 
this, Americans are becoming sicker.  Out of the 330 million people in America, over 100 
million have been diagnosed with pre– or type 2 diabetes.  A major consequence of un-
managed type 2 diabetes will be cardiovascular diseases.  Seven in ten American’s take at 
least one prescription drug daily; one-half take two; and 20% take five.  We can help stop 
this trend of “fixing everything with a pill” but taking more responsibility for how we care for 

our bodies.  The top 10 killers in America are connected to inactivity.  If Americans would get more active 
throughout their day, we could actually reduce health care costs by at least 15%.  In addition, companies 
will be able to cut workers compensation costs by having healthier employees on the job, resulting in 
less absenteeism and less injuries. 
 
Does this look like your day?  
It’s not just how much physical activity you get, but how much time you spend sitting that can affect your 
risk of death.  We were designed to move...yet most Americans spend anywhere from 7.7 to 15 hours a 
day inactive (over 70% of Americans don’t exercise). It is literally killing us!!!  People who are required to 
sit for over 6 hours a day due to job duties need to be conscious of the dangers and try to get up at least 
every hour.  
I have heard many people say they are active throughout the day; they are constantly up and down.  
That’s great but its not a substitute for physical exercise.  That is were the true health benefits come in.  
Getting up throughout your day will help you maintain the benefits you get from the physical activity.  
Keep this in mind: if you exercise in the morning and/or evening but sit most of your day, the benefits of 
your physical exercise are cancelled out.  The key is to move more throughout your day PLUS get the 
recommended exercise.  Your body (and mind) will thank you for it in so many ways.   
 
So what can you do? 
Here are a few ideas to keep you moving throughout your day:  Walk to your co-worker to deliver a busi-
ness message instead of calling or emailing.  Print your reports to a location requiring you to walk a little 
further to get it.  Have walking meetings.  Stand while talking on the phone.  Take the stairs if available to 
you.  Park further away in the parking lot.  Put your coffee in a thermos and walk during your break.  If 
you are in a patrol car for several hours at a time, try to stop and stretch outside your vehicle or walk 
around for a few minutes at least a few times during your shift.  Keep in mind these activities will defi-
nitely help to ward off the repercussions of excessive sitting, but this is not a replacement for the recom-
mended daily exercise needed to keep your body running as it needs to and to prevent disease.  Bottom 
line:  move more...live longer! 

What is Moderate 

aerobic exercise?  It 

is where you’re work-

ing hard enough to 

raise your heart rate 

and break a sweat.  

You are able to talk 

but not sing the words 

to a song. (ex. Walk-

ing) 

What is Vigorous 

aerobic exercise?  

This is where you’re 

breathing hard and 

fast and your heart 

rate has increased 

significantly.  If work-

ing at this level, you 

won’t be able to say 

more than a few 

words without paus-

ing for  a breath. (ex. 

Jogging or interval 

training) 

Meaning of Aerobic:  

“Oxygen” 

This refers to any 

exercise that im-

proves or is intended 

to improve the effi-

ciency of the body's 

cardiovascular sys-

tem in absorbing and 

transporting oxygen. 

Physical activity and specifically aerobic exercise, has a huge role in the treatment 

and prevention of more than 40 chronic diseases.  For example, regular exercise: 

• Reduces the risk of heart disease by 40% 

• Reduces the incidence of diabetes by almost 60% 

Exercise is a wonderful way to help us handle stress.  It releases “feel good” brain 

chemicals called endorphins.  Exercise enhances relaxation, decreases muscular tension, decreases 

anxiety, strengthens cognitive functioning, enhances your immune system and improves sleep. 

Try this—get a 3x5 inch note card and write down your response to this question:  How would physical 

exercise change my life for the better?  Read it several times a day and believe it!  Then start moving! 

Just a few Benefits of Physical Exercise 
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Do you Eat Enough Fruits and Vegetables? 

Tired of hearing “eat your fruits and vegetables”?  Yet every step taken towards eating more of both will help 

you and your family be at their best.  Because eating fruits and vegetables may reduce your family’s risk of 

many diseases, the Dietary Guidelines for Americans recommends eating more fruits and vegetables than 

any other food group.    

How Much Is Needed Daily?  
The amount of fruit you need to eat depends on age, sex, and level of physical activity. Recommended daily amounts are 
shown in this chart. 

Children 2-3 years old 

4-8 years old 

1 cup 

1 to 1 ½  cups 

Girls 9-13 years old 

14-18 years old 

1 ½ cups 

1 ½ cups 

Boys 9-13 years old 

14-18 years old 

1 ½ cups 

2 cups 

Women 19-30 years old 

31-50 years old 

51+ years old 

2 cups 

1 ½ cups 

1 ½ cups 

Men 19-30 years old 

31-50 years old 

51+ years old 

2 cups 

2 cups 

2 cups 

 *These amounts are appropriate for individuals who 
get less than 30 minutes per day of moderate physical 
activity, beyond normal daily activities. Those who are 
more physically active may be able to consume more 
while staying within calorie needs.  

Key Consumer Message Make half your plate 
fruits and vegetables. 

• One large fruit such as an apple, pear, banana, orange, 
or a large slice of melon. 

• Or two smaller fruits such as plums, kiwis, Satsuma's, 
Clementine's, etc. 

• Or one cup of small fruits such as grapes, strawberries, 
raspberries, cherries, etc. 

• Or two large tablespoons of fruit salad, stewed or canned 
fruit. 

• Or one tablespoon of dried fruit. 

• Or one glass of fresh fruit juice (150 ml). 

• Or a normal portion of any vegetable (about two table-
spoons). 

• Or one dessert bowl of salad. 

• Or three heaped tablespoons of beans, pulses* or lentils.  

What Counts as a Serving of Fruit and Veggies? 

Healthy eating includes eating at least five portions, and ideally 7-9 portions, of a variety of fruit or vegetables each day. 
Fruit and vegetables include fresh, frozen, or dried varieties, and 100% fruit juice. On average, people who eat lots of fruit 
and vegetables tend to be healthier and live longer. (Beware of sodium content for canned vegetables). 

What are the health benefits if you eat enough fruit and vegetables? 
• You have a lower chance of developing cardiovascular diseases due to 'hardening of the arteries' (atheroma). For 

example, heart disease, peripheral vascular disease, or a stroke. 

• You have a lower chance of developing some cancers such as bowel and lung cancer. 

• You have lower chance of developing obesity and type 2 diabetes. 

• Fruit and vegetables also: 
 Contain lots of fiber which helps to keep your bowels healthy. Problems such as constipation and diverticular 
 disease are less likely to develop. 
 Contain plenty of vitamins and minerals, which are needed to keep you healthy. 
 Are naturally low in fat. 
 Are filling but are low in calories, so they are ideal to keep your weight in control. 

Having a low intake of fruit and vegetables is estimated to 
cause about 19% of cancers of the digestive system, 31% of 
heart disease and 11% of stroke. They are rich in vitamins 
and minerals which keep the body healthy. They also con-
tain chemicals called antioxidants, such as beta-carotene 
and vitamin C. These are thought to protect against damag-
ing chemicals that get into the body. However, the exact way 
in which they prevent disease is not fully understood. Fruit 
and vegetables also contain fiber. This can help to control 
cholesterol levels and keep blood sugar levels steady. Eat-
ing fruit and vegetables can help to replace other foods that 
are high in fat, salt and sugar, which further helps to reduce 
our risk of these diet-related diseases. 

How do fruit and vegetables prevent disease? 

* Pulses are part of the legume family, but the term “pulse” refers only to the dried seed. Dried peas, edible beans, lentils and chickpeas are  the most com-

mon.  They are very high in protein and fiber and are low in fat. 
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No More Excuses: Eat Your Fruits and Vegetables 

What's your excuse? We all know that fruits and vegetables can improve our health in a powerful way and if you read the 

previous article you will see how. But we seem to keep coming up with reasons why we can't eat more of them.  Several re-

cent studies have shown that we just aren’t eating enough produce. For example, researchers from Johns Hopkins University looked at data from two 

national surveys, which included almost 24,000 people. During a 24-hour period, only 11% reported eating the recommended two or more servings of fruit 

and three or more servings of vegetables.  These are not grandiose goals here. Many nutrition experts would argue that five servings a day of fruits and 

vegetables is the bare minimum.  So why can't we meet them? Here are some common excuses we make for not eating our fruits and vegetables, along 

with tips on how to overcome each one. 

Excuse #1:  I don't like fruits and vegetables. 

Some people say they don't eat enough fruits and vegetables because they simply aren’t interested. It’s more fun to eat french fries or nachos.  Many may 

anticipate that vegetables will be bland or taste bad.  How to overcome this excuse: 

• Get out of a fruit and vegetable rut and try new options. No one likes the same fruit or vegetables day in and day out 

• Add fruits and vegetables to foods you like. Add fruit to yogurt, oatmeal, pancakes, French toast, cottage cheese, etc. Add vegetables to chili, 

stew, casseroles, pasta, pasta salad, omelets, pizza, and so on. You can also dip raw veggies in your favorite light salad dressing. 

• Serve a green salad with dinner. This is standard practice in many cultures. Why not do it a few times a week? Make it fun by changing the embel-

lishments (say, from mandarin oranges and pecans to cucumber and avocado) and the types of dressing you use (from light raspberry vinaigrette to 

light Caesar). 

• Buy or make fruit salad often. No one can resist a beautiful fresh fruit salad. There’s something very appetizing about an assortment of fruit in 

different shapes, colors, and flavors, all tossed together. 

Excuse  #2: I'm not motivated to eat fruits and vegetables. 

If everyone knew how much fruits and vegetables can help reduce the risk of major chronic diseases, maybe more of us would make it a priority to eat at 

least five servings a day. The truth is that fruits and vegetables may be the most important things you can add to your daily diet to reduce the risk of cancer.  

If you want to overcome this excuse, just look at the results from three studies presented at the 2007 American Association for Cancer Research's annual 

meeting: 

• Among smokers, those who ate the most produce rich in flavonols (spinach, some veggies from the cabbage family, apples, onions, and berries) 

were 59% less likely to develop pancreatic cancer than those who ate the least. Nonsmokers also reduced their risk. 

• A study from the National Cancer Institute with 500,000 people aged 50 and up showed that eating two additional servings a day of fruits and vegeta-

bles -- regardless of the number of servings you usually eat -- can reduce the risk of developing head and neck cancers. 

• More studies need to be done, but a lab study suggests that certain components that result from digesting soy and vegetables in the cabbage family 

appear to discourage the spread of breast and ovarian cancers by reducing the production of two proteins needed for the growth of these two can-

cers. 

Excuse #3: I eat out a lot. 

Another barrier to eating more fruits and vegetables that came up in the Produce for Better Health Foundation survey of moms was not knowing how to 

make healthy selections when eating out.  How to overcome this excuse:  

Order fruits and vegetables even at fast food restaurants. You can order apple slices at McDonalds or a fruit bowl from Wendy’s. And you can order 

side salads at almost any fast-food chain -- just order it with low-fat dressing and only use half of the packet to keep calories down. If you're ordering a 

"wrap" or grilled chicken sandwich, ask for extra lettuce and tomatoes. Every little bit helps.  

Choose restaurants that offer appetizing options. If you find a restaurant that has delicious grilled vegetables, a flavorful fruit salad, or interesting en-

trees loaded with fruits and vegetables, visit that restaurant often.   

Stop at a smoothie shop. Smoothies offer an opportunity to get a couple of servings of fruit into your day. Choose the flavors with lots of fruits added. 

Excuse #4: Fresh produce spoils before I can eat it. 

How many times have you had to thrown out blackened bananas, broccoli that turned yellow and wilty, or oranges that shriveled up right in front of your 

eyes? It’s a "use it or lose it" situation. In my experience (with the exception of apples kept in the crisper) you're more likely to use fresh produce within two 

to three days. After that, you either forget you have it or it goes bad.  How to overcome this excuse:  

Dried fruit is ready when you are. It doesn’t go bad. And dried fruit isn’t just about raisins anymore. You can select from dried mango, cherries, blueber-

ries, flavored cranberries, strawberries, apricots, and peaches. Remember that 1/4 cup of dried fruit is equal to a serving of fruit.  

100% fruit or vegetable juice is only a glass away. Some types of fruit and vegetable juices will spoil if you don’t use them by the recommended date on 

the container. But there are also packaged and canned 100% fruit and vegetable juices that have a long shelf life.  

Shop for fresh produce a few days at a time. If you just bought the fruits and vegetables, they are more likely to be in your consciousness so you'll plan 

them into your meals and snacks. It's a good idea to make a fruit salad or green salad right when you get home from the grocery store. Store it in a covered 

plastic container, and a fresh salad is only a minute away.   

Frozen, frozen, frozen. Always have some frozen fruits and vegetables on hand. Start looking for recipes that call for frozen fruits and vegetables so you 

will be more likely to use the bags sitting in your freezer.  Before those bananas turn totally brown, peel them and freeze them.  Pop them in a smoothie for 

breakfast and you are good to go! 
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Walking For The Health Of It 

Walking is one of the simplest and easiest ways to get the exercise you need in order to be healthy—and almost anyone can 
do it. Walking can strengthen bones, tune up the cardiovascular system, and clear a cluttered mind. This uncomplicated but 
important activity continues to attract researchers, reports the March 2011 issue of the Harvard Health Letter. Areas of recent 
research include: 

Walking speed and health. Later in life, walking becomes as much an indicator of health as a promoter of it. After age 65, 
how fast you walk may predict how long you have to live. Walking, or gait, has long been recognized as a proxy for overall 
health and has been measured in many studies. Researchers have found a remarkably consistent association between faster 
gait speed and longer life that was true for both men and women ages 65 and older. More precisely, each increase of 0.1 me-
ter per second in gait speed was associated with a 12% reduction in the risk of dying during a study's follow-up period (the 
follow-up periods varied). They also calculated that people with gait speeds of 1 meter per second or faster lived longer than 
would be expected given their age or gender. (One meter per second is equivalent to 2.2 miles per hour and just a bit slower 
than the speed needed to cross the street at most timed traffic lights.) When the researchers factored in body mass index, 
blood pressure, prior hospitalization, and several other factors, the relationship between gait speed and longevity didn't change 
much. In other words, walking speed seemed to be independently associated with life expectancy, not just a marker for other 
conditions that would affect it. 

Benefits of hiking poles. Using hiking poles can increase the cardiovascular workload of a walk because you work your 
arms as well as your legs. Hiking poles help keep a hiker more upright while walking and help with stability. Using poles is 
also associated with a reduced risk of ankle fracture. One study found that people who used poles reported less muscle 
soreness and recovered faster than those without poles.  

Finding the right walking shoes. Pain from arthritic knees makes walking difficult. Shoes with thick, cushiony soles are 
believed to help. But some recent research is challenging that belief with results suggesting that thinner, more flexible soles 

actually put less load on the knees. Walking in thinner walking shoes or flip flops, which were both equivalent to walking bare-
foot, produced less knee adduction (essentially pressure on the knee joint) than did walking in clogs or stability shoes.  

How walking works 
The cardiovascular benefits of walking are biologically plausible; like other forms of regular moderate exercise, walking im-
proves cardiac risk factors such as cholesterol, blood pressure, diabetes, obesity, vascular stiffness and inflammation, and 
mental stress. And if cardiac protection and a lower death rate are not enough to get you moving, consider that walking and 

other moderate exercise programs also help protect against dementia, peripheral artery disease, obesity, diabetes, depres-
sion, colon cancer, and even erectile dysfunction.   

Walking vs. running 
Walking is not simply slow running; competi-
tive race walkers can zip by recreational jog-
gers. The difference between the two is not 
based on pace. At any speed, walkers have 
one foot on the ground at all times, but run-
ners are entirely airborne during some part of 
every stride. As the pace increases, the per-
centage of each stride that is airborne in-
creases; competitive runners have "hang 
times" of about 45%. 

What goes up must come down. That's why 
running is a high-impact activity. Each time 
they land, runners subject their bodies to a 
stress equal to about three times their body 
weight. In just one mile, a typical runner's legs 
will have to absorb more than 100 tons of 
impact force. It's a testament to the human 
body that running can be safe and enjoyable. 
At the same time, though, it's a testament to 
the force of gravity that walkers have a much 
lower (1% to 5%) risk of exercise-related inju-
ries than runners (20% to 70%). 

 

Walkers have one foot on the ground at all 
times. 

Climbing to health 
Walking on streets and trails is superb for health. And so is walking 
up stairs. Coaches, cardiologists, and housewives have long been in 
on the secret of stairs. Many football coaches "ask" their players to 
charge up flight after flight of stadium steps to get in shape, and other 
competitive athletes put gymnasium stairwells to similar use. In the 
days before stress testing held sway, doctors would often walk up 
stairs with their patients to check out cardiopulmonary function. Even 
today, cardiologists tell heart patients they are fit enough to have sex 
if they can walk up two or three flights comfortably, and surgeons may clear 
patients for lung operations if they can manage five or six flights. As for 
housewives, taking care of a two- or three-story home is one reason Ameri-
can women outlive their husbands by an average of more than five years. 

What's so special about stairs? Researchers in Canada answered the ques-
tion by monitoring 17 healthy male volunteers with an average age of 64 
while they walked, lifted weights, or climbed stairs. Stair climbing was the 
most demanding. It was twice as taxing as brisk walking on the level and 
50% harder than walking up a steep incline or lifting weights. And peak 
exertion was attained much faster climbing stairs than walking, which is why 
nearly everyone huffs and puffs going upstairs, at least until the "second 
wind" kicks in after a few flights. 

Because stairs are so taxing, only the very young at heart should attempt to 
charge up long flights. But at a slow, steady pace, stairs can be a health 
plus for the rest of us. Begin modestly with a flight or two, and then add 
more as you improve. Take the stairs whenever you can; if you have a long 
way to go, walk part way, and then switch to an elevator. Use the railing for 
balance and security (especially going down), and don't try the stairs after a 
heavy meal or if you feel unwell. 

Even at a slow pace, you'll burn calories two to three times faster climbing 
stairs than walking briskly on the level. The Harvard Alumni Study found 
that men who average at least eight flights a day enjoy a 33% lower mortal-
ity rate than men who are sedentary — and that's even better than the 22% 
lower death rate men earned by walking 1.3 miles a day. 

Resource:  Harvard Medical School 
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Recipe 

Corner 

Tian, a French word used throughout Provence, refers to both a shallow cooking vessel and the food cooked in it.  Fresh summer 

squash, eggplant, and tomatoes are the stars in this recipe.  A crunchy, breadcrumb coating atop layers of eggplant, zucchini, and 

tomato give the fresh ingredients the ideal complement.  

Eggplant, Zucchini, and Tomato Tian 

1 pound eggplant, cut diagonally into 1/4-inch-thick slices  

1 pound zucchini, cut diagonally into 1/4-inch-thick slices  

Cooking spray  

1 pound large beefsteak tomatoes, peeled, seeded, and cut into 1/4-
inch-thick slices 1 1/2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil, divided $ 

1/4 teaspoon salt, divided  

1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper, divided  

4 ounces French bread baguette  

1 cup (4 ounces) grated fresh Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese  

2 tablespoons chopped fresh flat-leaf parsley  

2 teaspoons chopped fresh oregano  

1 1/2 teaspoons chopped fresh thyme  

2 garlic cloves, minced  

1/4 cup fat-free, less-sodium chicken broth  

Preheat oven to 375°. 

Arrange eggplant and zucchini in a single layer on a baking sheet 
coated with cooking spray. Lightly coat vegetables with cooking 
spray. Bake at 375° for 15 minutes. Arrange half of eggplant in a 
single layer in an 11 x 7-inch glass or ceramic baking dish coated 
with cooking spray. Top with half of zucchini and half of tomato. 
Drizzle 2 1/4 teaspoons oil evenly over vegetables. Sprinkle 
vegetables evenly with 1/8 teaspoon salt and 1/8 teaspoon black 
pepper. 

Pace bread in a food processor; process until coarse crumbs 
measure 2 cups. Add cheese and next 4 ingredients (through 
garlic) to processor; process until combined. Sprinkle 1 1/2 cups 
breadcrumb mixture evenly over tomato. Repeat layers with 
remaining eggplant, zucchini, tomatoes, oil, salt, pepper, and 
breadcrumb mixture. Pour broth over top. Bake at 375° for 1 
hour or until vegetables are tender and topping is browned. 

Lift Weight to Lose Weight 

The more muscle you have the more metabolic currency you have and this is how you finally win the battle against fat loss. 

Having high levels of muscle is like having high levels of passive income. With passive income you make money while you 

are not working. When you have high levels of muscle you burn energy when you're not training. Put in a few effective 

workouts per week and you add some serious metabolic active income that further enhances your stores of metabolic pas-

sive income over the long haul. 

 

Trying to reduce fat without building muscle is like putting in lots of bill-

able hours. With billable hours you make money while you're working. 

Once you punch out you're no longer making money. Same thing goes 

for forms of training such as jogging on a treadmill in which you are sim-

ply burning calories. Once you stop jogging the calorie burning stops. 

Contrast this with interval training in which you do an all out effort for 

thirty seconds and then go at a moderate pace for thirty seconds. 15-20 

minutes of this form of intense training is a metabolic powerhouse and 

the benefits last long after the workout is over. This is the kind of training 

you want to focus on to win the battle against fat. 

Do you have State Health Benefits? 
Could you use a $100? 

Ingredients: 
Directions: 

Recipe from:  www.cookinglight.com 

Nutritional Information per 
serving: 

Calories:  191 
Fat:  8.1g 
Saturated fat:  3g 
Monounsaturated fat:  3.7g 
Polyunsaturated fat:  1g 
Protein: 10g 
Carbohydrate:  22.3g 
Fiber:  4g 
Cholesterol:  12mg 
Iron: 1.6mg 
Sodium: 459mg 
Calcium: 178mg 

Do you know about NJWELL?  If you don’t, 

you still have time to take advantage of this 

new wellness program for employees in the 

State Health Benefits Program.  If you partici-

pate in NJWELL and earn 250 points by com-

pleting both the Biometric screening and the 

Health Assessment, you and your spouse/partner will earn a Visa® 

prepaid card valued at $100.   Go to the links below and put money 

in your pocket.!  But hurry, this offer ends October 31, 2014!!   

Biometric Screening Form to take to your Physician.  Have your doctor complete 

the form and follow the instructions to get credit (100 points):  

http://www.state.nj.us/treasury/pensions/njwell/pdf/njwell-physician-form.pdf 

Health Assessment:  Visit your health plan’s online portal and complete your health 

assessment for 150 points. 

Horizon members go to:  http://shbp.horizonblue.com/ 

Aetna members go to:  

https://www.myactivehealth.com/portal/portalLogin.aspx?supplierURL=10622 

 

With the weather starting to get cooler, it’s a perfect 

time to put on those sneakers and get walking.  Are 

you interested in: 

• Starting a walking club? 

• Organizing a walking challenge? 

• Learning more about the importance of move-

ment throughout your day? 

Contact me at: 

debby_schiffer@targetingwellness.com and let 

me help you get started. 

Interested in buying a pedometer to track how far you 

walk, how many steps you take and even how many 

calories you burn?  Visit: 

http://www.pedometersusa.com/view-all-

pedometers.html  

Take a Step to Good Health! 


